It was very painful for me to emigrate and I do not advise anybody to do this without the utmost necessity. Only when all possibilities of useful activity in the homeland are cut off, only then emigration is pardonable or obliged. For me the possibilities were cut off.
Peter Lavrov 1
Isolation from culture, estrangement from familiar social relations, means solitude, and solitude may destroy or elate the human being; in it he may find or lose himself; from it he may return wiser or broken. Hans Speier 2 Who were the émigrés and how many of them were there? These are questions the responses to which depended upon whose stereotype one accepted and who did the counting -contemporaries, the police who kept them under surveillance, the historians who studied them. The label 'Russian revolutionary émigré' is a generic description encompassing a diverse group of people manifesting a kaleidoscope of political views. Despite the revolutionary emigration's central place in both revolutionary and Soviet history the composite portrait drawn of the émigré world and those who peopled it is blurred by historical selectivity and the myth-making brew of memory, passing time and intentional distortion. The historian's gaze often, although not exclusively, fell on the most fascinating and significant personalities amongst them: a spectrum of personalities that included at its top the tribunes of the revolutionary movements -winners and losers -people of sparkling intellect, the marvellous propagandists amongst them -and who could forget the terrorists. But most revolutionary émigrés -at first a handful, then dozens and ultimately thousands of people -whose talents did not match their dreams, or who simply suffered from a lack of luck including being born too soon, have not left much of a trace. Some like Aron Liberman, who shot himself in a cheap boarding house on a cold November day in Syracuse New York in 1880, succumbed to bad luck compounded by the isolation and bitterness of exile.
3 Others, better known than Liberman, played important but largely forgotten roles in the emigration, or worse, suffered the indignity of having those roles claimed by others. E. D. Kuskova, S. N. Prokopovich and V. V. Grishin, for example, led the Association of Social Democrats Abroad, an organisation known for its moderate socialist stance and its initiation of the mass smuggling of revolutionary propaganda and the publications of the émigré intelligentsia into the Russian Empire. The Association disappeared in 1903 under a factional onslaught of people more gifted and ruthless than themselves -the Iskra group -led at this time by G. V. Plekhanov and V. I. Lenin. With the Association defeated and dispersed the Iskra group began to take credit for the incredible smuggling achievements of its less renowned and now defeated rivals even though Iskra's smuggling operation was not nearly as successful. 4 The Association and its members, like Aron Liberman, became little more than a curioisity of émigré history. Most members of the emigration did not achieve more than this.
Contemporaries, too, fell into confusion over the composition and number of revolutionary émigrés in their midst. The massive westward migration of Russian immigrants and sundry others, especially students, during the final quarter or more of the nineteenth century created an homogenous image that confused both the officials and ordinary citizens of their host countries.
The differences between émigrés and immigrants to the well-informed few who could manage to observe the influx of humanity across their borders with equanimity would, of course, be straightforward. The immigrant is escaping his homeland to begin life anew. Migrants are usually driven abroad by one or a combination of three conditions: religious persecution, economic deprivation, and/or dissatisfaction with the political and social conditions within the homeland. The immigrant intends to take up residence in a new country, establish a permanent life in this alien environment with no intention (at least initially) of returning home. Integration into the new majority culture became the migrants' raison d'être driven by their dream to achieve secure and comfortable lives for their children if not for themselves.
While they struggled to achieve what was for most of them an insuperable goal, they remained in neighbourhoods populated by their fellow countrymen comforted by similar customs, the intelligibility of their common language, and often a common religion all of which buffered them against the hostility and suspicion of the native population.
Émigrés resided abroad for quite different reasons. Foreign lands served as sanctuaries not new homes. Often they were driven from their homelands by a hostile government. Whether forced to flee abroad with the police in pursuit or choosing to leave of their own volition, émigrés understood that
